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• Rates were flat or slightly down during 
the shortened Thanksgiving week. On 
Monday morning, the 10-year Treasury 
opened at 3.05 percent, the 2-year  
opened at 2.84 percent, and the 30-year  
opened at 3.32 percent. During the 
previous week, rates dropped by as 
much as 20 basis points. 

• All three major U.S. markets were down  
last week, as oil and technology stocks 
continued to decline. West Texas  
Intermediate crude oil dropped more  
than 9 percent to $51.28 due to ongoing  
supply concerns and decreasing demand.  
Oil also faced pressure on news that 
Saudi Arabia may not force an oil 
production cut. 

• Apple (AAPL) and Facebook (FB) both 
faced their own issues last week. Apple 
shares came under pressure after the 
Wall Street Journal  reported that the 
company had cut its production of 
all three versions of its new phones 
launched in September. Facebook 
CEO and founder Mark Zuckerberg 

is reportedly unhappy with the way 
Sheryl Sandberg, chief operating officer, 
handled the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal, leading to concerns over a  
change of key personnel at the company.

• Last week was relatively busy, even with 
the Thanksgiving holiday. On Tuesday, 
October’s housing starts and building 
permits reports came in. These were 
a mixed bag, as housing starts rose 
slightly while permits declined slightly.

• On Wednesday, October’s durable 
goods orders fell by 4.4 percent,  
against expectations for a more modest 
2.6-percent loss. This miss was largely 
due to a decline in volatile aircraft 
purchases. The core figure, which strips 
out transportation, rose by 0.1 percent.

• Finally, also on Wednesday, the University  
of Michigan consumer sentiment survey 
declined slightly from 98.3 to 97.5. This 
still represents a very healthy level of 
consumer optimism heading into the 
important holiday shopping season.
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This week is a busy one on the economic  
front, giving us a wide range of information  
on where the economy is going.

On Tuesday, the Conference Board  
Consumer Confidence Index is expected 
to pull back slightly, from an almost  
two-decade high of 137.9 to a still very 
high 136.2. This pullback would be due to 
rising gas prices and recent stock market  
turbulence. Even with the pullback, 
confidence would remain close to its 
highest level in the past 20 years and  
would be supportive of continued growth.

On Wednesday, the second estimate  
of third-quarter gross domestic product 
growth is expected to be slightly better 

than the previous estimate, coming in at 
3.6 percent. This number would indicate 
continued healthy growth, but it would 
also suggest that growth at the level of 
the first quarter may not be sustainable.

Also on Wednesday, the new home sales 
report is expected to improve, from  
553,000 to 583,000, after a disappointing 
result last month. If the number comes in 
as expected, it will signal that while  
housing growth continues to slow, the 
downtrend may not be quite as bad  
as last month’s data suggested.

On Thursday, the personal income and 
spending report will be released. It is likely 
to show that personal income rose by  

FIXED INCOME

Index Month-to-Date % Year-to-Date % 12-Month %

U.S. Broad Market 0.46 –1.92 –1.86

U.S. Treasury 0.74 –1.41 –1.57

U.S. Mortgages 0.51 –1.19 –1.18

Municipal Bond 0.56 –0.45 0.14

EQUITIES

Index Week-to-Date % Month-to-Date % Year-to-Date %  12-Month %

S&P 500 –3.77 –2.74 0.18 3.11

Nasdaq Composite –4.25 –4.89 1.51 1.82

DJIA –4.40 –3.05 0.26 5.42

MSCI EAFE –1.08 –1.05 –9.79 –8.44

MSCI Emerging Markets –1.72 1.43 –14.30 –13.69

Russell 2000 –2.53 –1.41 –2.00 –0.76
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0.4 percent in October, up from 0.2 percent  
in September, due to faster job and wage 
growth. There may be some upside risk 
here, as hours worked also likely rose last 
month. Personal spending is expected to 
stay steady at 0.4 percent in October, the 
same as in September, due to a rebound 
in services spending. This result would 
indicate that spending growth remains  
at a healthy level and would be well 
supported by income growth.

Finally, on Friday, the minutes from the 
November Federal Reserve (Fed) meeting 
will be released. Markets are looking for 
confirmation that a rate hike is on the way 
in December and for the Fed’s reaction  
to weaker business investment. They will 
also be looking, probably in vain, for any 
hints that the Fed may slow or delay the 
rate increase process.
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